VIPSL Database Release Agreement

VIPSL Database is for research on face sketch-photo synthesis and recognition. It includes 200 persons from the FERET database, the FRAV2D database, and the Indian Face Database. For each face, there are five sketches drawn by five different artists based on the same photo taken in frontal pose, under normal lighting conditions, and with neutral expression.

The dataset is intended for research purposes only and as such cannot be used commercially. It is collected by the Video & Image Processing System Lab (VIPSL), directed by Prof. Xinbo Gao (http://see.xidian.edu.cn/faculty/xbgao/) and Dr. Nannan Wang. Any one or group is allowed to use this database free of charge after sign this agreement to accept the terms as follows:

1. All images will be used for non-commercial research and educational purposes.
2. All images will not be copied nor distributed in any form, whether for profit or not.
3. In no case should the images be used in a way that could possibly cause embarrassment or mental anguish to any of the subjects.
4. The following references should be cited in all documents and papers that report experimental results based on the VIPSL database:
5. VIPSL reserves the final explanation of this agreement.

Authors of any reports and papers that use the VIPSL database are kindly requested to send copies of these publications to nnwang@xidian.edu.cn.

Note: The release agreement must be signed by faculty members or equivalent. Agreements signed by students and temporary researchers are not valid and will be discarded.

Name and designation:

Organization:

Address:

Email:

Telephone:

Signature and date:

Please scan agreement and send to nnwang@xidian.edu.cn with the subject “Release agreement for VIPSL Database”. A notification email will be replied with the access to our database.